ABSTRACT The process knowledge can be extracted based on the process mining technology from event logs, which can be generated from information systems. The event logs can be mined to construct a process model. The business process recognized by information systems can be described accurately by repairing the models. Some model-consistent metrics cannot be enhanced by the existing model repair approaches efficiently, such as generalization, precision, simplicity, and fitness. Thus, in this paper, we propose an approach for repairing the models via a logic Petri net (LPN). First, it builds process models by LPN. Next, for process models containing choice structures, the model repair approaches are proposed. Specifically, some relations between the transitions in the choice structure are studied in order to decide the positions where to repair the model. Finally, some examples of thoracic surgery processes in a hospital are given. Comparing with the state-of-the-art approaches in the literature, experimental results show that the fitness and precision of the models can be improved based on our proposed approach effectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Process mining can be used to improve the real processes, which can be extracted knowledge from event logs [1] . The success of the business depends on the ability whether can meet the needs of the development of the times in the current business world [3] . Model repair involves the following issue: the model obtained by an information system S cannot be replayed by a given event log L. Thus, the approaches of model repair can be used to keep the consistency of models, and the process instances can be observed by reflecting the traces in the event logs during the execution of the systems. Process model repair lies between process discovery and conformance checking [29] . The conformance checking techniques regard the original model as the ''norm''. These techniques can only be used to find out the deviations without constructing new process models. However, regardless of the original model, techniques for process discovery are used to construct a model that best ''fits the data''. There are many model repair approaches to describe real processes such as the Fahland's approach [10] and Knapsack's method [29] . However, both methods need to add self-loops in the original models, and the repaired models can repeat the sub-processes indefinitely. However, in most cases, such sub-processes could not be allowed to repeat. Such resulting sub-processes reduce the accuracy of the process model greatly. There are also many model repair approaches which can be used to describe the process models, such as aligning the process models to real processes [10] and mining the process variants [3] . However, these model repair approaches are not effective in repairing the process models. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a method for repairing the models via LPNs. The repaired models by our proposed approach can avoid the situation that different Petri net-based structures describe the same behavior. We can find out the start and end places of choice structures identified in the process models. Then the model repair positions are decided, and the logic output functions can be constructed. The repaired model is as similar as the original one. The actual processes can be described by the repaired models correctly. We can improve the precision and fitness of the repaired models effectively via the proposed approach.
There are several techniques for process mining: consistency checking, enhancement and process discovery. Process discovery techniques can be used to generate the process models from an event log. We can use the consistency checking to check if the process models which are constructed by process mining techniques matches to the real business processes. Process discovery can be used to discover the process models from lots of traces, and there are various proposed process discovery techniques [5] , [31] - [34] . We can check when and where the processes are changed by these consistent checking techniques [2] .
In this paper, we consider that the fitness of the process models are ideal if the traces of the event logs can be repeated in the process models. Simplicity means the process models are as simple as possible. Precision requires that the activities are not allowed to occur in the process models if they cannot be observed in the event logs. Generalization means that the activities cannot be reproduced in the process models that could occur in the future.
We can ensure a good simplicity for the process models by existing approaches, but a high fitness value cannot be got for repairing process models containing choice structures. However, some model consistent metrics cannot be enhanced by existing model repair approaches efficiently, such as simplicity, precision, and generalization [4] . Now some sub-processes and sub-logs need to be collected by existing model repair approaches when the process models cannot conform to the real processes. The proposed model repair approach is different with our previous work. Our prior approach via LPN is proposed for repairing the process models containing sequential structures and concurrent structures, respectively [35] . Its main idea is to find out the deviations between the traces in the event logs and the process model by identifying the new activities. Then we can construct the precursor set and the successor set of the new activities respectively. Finally, the logic functions can be constructed according to the relations among the activities in the two sets. However, these approaches cannot be used to accurately repair a special process models containing choice structures. Thus, in this paper, we propose an approach for repairing the models via logic Petri nets. We can find out the start and end places of choice structures identified in the process models. Then the model repair positions are decided, and we can construct the logic output functions. The repaired model is as similar as the original one. The actual processes can be described by the repaired models correctly. We can improve the precision and fitness of the repaired models effectively via the proposed approach. We make the following contributions in this paper:
(1) For the purpose of finding out where the deviations occur in the process models, a new model repair approach is proposed by identifying the model repair position. (2) The process models containing choice structures can be repaired via our proposed approach. Specifically, we can use the relations between the transitions that exist in the choice structures to find the model repair positions. The positions are logic output transitions in the LPN, and the logic output functions can then be constructed. Finally, we can repair the process models via our proposed approach.
(3) Some experiments can be used to illustrate that the fitness and precision of the models can be improved based on our proposed approach effectively. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the related work. Some basic concepts in the relevant fields are presented in Section III. Section IV presents a new model repair approach for repairing process models containing choice structures via logic Petri nets. Experimental results are presented to verify the correctness and efficiency of our proposed approach in Section V. Section VI concludes the work of this paper and plans for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
According to the existing enterprises' business processes, the process models can be obtained by process mining techniques [10] . But with the rapid development of the business, the business processes [4] are increasingly difficult to meet the requirement of the enterprise development. A process model can be obtained based on the event logs by the process mining techniques.
Nowadays, several process mining algorithms have been proposed by scholars, i.e., the α algorithm [2] , which is proposed for discovering the workflow nets [17] , [25] based on a landmark process discovery algorithm. The alignment is mainly included based on the existing consistent checking approaches proposed in [7] . It can be used to identify the deviations between a known process model and the event logs. We can also use conformance checking to verify if the event logs can conform to some descriptive models [30] . We can use consistency checking [8] , [9] to find out the deviations between the activities allowed by the process model and those observed in the event logs. We all know that invisible/duplicate transitions must not be included in a correct model. Therefore, in order to solve this problem, many variants of the α algorithm have appeared here. Some improvements have been made to remove the invisible transitions by using the α# algorithm proposed in [7] . However, the process models cannot be repaired well via the aforementioned model repair approaches. The idea of the Fahland's approach [10] is to obtain the deviations based on the alignment, and we can collect the sub-logs and mine the sub-processes by the existing approaches. The sub-logs can be used to mine the sub-processes with the self-loop structures, and then the sub-processes can be added to the original model. The idea of Knapsack's method [29] is to find out the deviations between the activities allowed by the process model and those observed in the event logs based on the alignment. Sub-logs can be collected according to these deviations, and the sub-processes are mined by the existing approaches. The sub-logs can be used to mine the sub-processes with the self-loop structures, and then we can add the sub-processes to the original model. In addition, the Knapsack's method also considers the cost of alignment. We set the cost of inserting and skipping activities separately, and then compare the different repair schemes. The total cost VOLUME 6, 2018 of inserting and skipping activities can be computed, and the aim of the method is to get the minimum total cost of model repair approaches. The fitness of the model obtained by this repair method is better than that of the Fahland's approach, and the repaired model by Knapsack's method is more similar to the original model than that of the Fahland's approach. The repaired model does not contain invisible transitions. But the method needs to add self-loops in the original model, and the repaired model can repeat the sub-processes indefinitely. Note that in most cases, such sub-processes may not be allowed to repeat. Such resulting sub-processes reduce the accuracy of the process model greatly. There are also many model repair approaches which can be used to describe the process models, such as aligning the process models to real processes [10] and mining the process variants [3] . However, these model repair approaches are not effective in repairing the process models.
Based on this situation, a logic Petri net is emerged. It can be used to describe and analyze the processes easily and state uncertainty in information systems [12] . Logic Petri nets can further improve fitness and conciseness of complex system mining models compared with the general Petri nets. In [11] , a logic process mining approach is proposed. It can be used to identify the concurrent transitions well. Therefore, we propose an effective approach for repairing the process models containing choice structures via logic Petri nets in this paper.
III. PRELIMINARIES
The definitions of event logs, traces, workflow nets [36] - [41] , Petri nets [20] - [24] , [42] - [52] are reviewed briefly first. And we will recall some basic properties of the models based on Petri nets, such as alignments [18] , [19] , and other related notions. 
and (2) If the transition t is enabled, it represents that t can fire under the marking M , and a new marking M can be generated from M , denoted by
denotes a marked Petri net where N = (P, T ; F) represents a Petri net and M 0 is the initial marking. i denotes an initial place in PN, i ∈ P, and • i = ∅; o denotes a final place in PN, o ∈ P, and o • = ∅; and for ∀x ∈ P ∪ T , there always exists a path from i to o. Definition 7 (Alignments): An alignment of the 2-tuple (a, t) ∈ γ is presented as follows:
(1) If t = and a ∈ A, then it can be regarded as a log move; (2) If t ∈ T and a = , then it can be regarded as a model move; (3) If t ∈ T and a ∈ A, then it can be regarded as a synchronous move; and (4) Otherwise, it can be regarded as an illegal move.
Definition 8 (Move Sequences):
Let Ua be all sets of activities. A ⊆ Ua is a set of activities; and a trace σ ∈ A * denotes a finite sequence of activities. Let PN = (P, T ; F, M 0 ) represent a marked Petri net. The 2-tuple (a, t) ∈ {A ×T }\ {( , )} denotes a move, and if there exists no move, is used to represent this issue. An alignment γ ∈ (A × T ) * represents a finite sequence of the moves between the marked Petri net model PN and each trace in the event logs denoted by σ , where a completing sequence of the activities in each trace by a finite sequence of the moves can be represented by π 1 (γ ) ↓A = σ ; and a finite sequence of the moves in the marked Petri net model can generate a complete firing sequence from m i to m o represented by π 2 (γ ) ↓T .
In the following content, σ,PN represents the set of all alignments between each trace in the event logs denoted by σ and the marked Petri net model PN.
Definition 9 (Process Trees): Let Ua be all sets of activities. A ⊆ Ua, and a trace σ ∈ A * . An operator set can be 53798 VOLUME 6, 2018 represented by ⊕, and τ represents the set of invisible transitions, where (1) a ∈ A ∪ {τ } is a node of a process tree denoted by PT; and (2) If PT 1 , . . . , PT n (n>0) are process trees, then sic Petri nets; (3) F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P) denotes a finite set of directed arc; (4) I represents a mapping from a logic input transition to a logic input function, and for ∀t ∈ T I , we denote that I (t) = f I (t); (5) O represents a mapping from a logic output transition to a logic output function, and for ∀t ∈ T O , we denote that O (t) = f O (t); (6) M : P → {0, 1} represents a marking function, where for ∀p ∈ P, M (p) can be used to denote the number of tokens in p; and (7) It has the following transition firing rules: a) ∀t ∈ T I can be enabled only if
T ., i.e., t • must satisfy the logic output function f o (t) at M . c) For ∀t ∈ T D , the firing rules of t are same as classical PNs. A logic Petri net denoted by LN 1 is presented in Figure 1 , and t 2 is a transition in classic PNs, t 1 represents a logic input transition, and I (t 1 ) = p 1 ⊗p 2 is a logic input function of t 1 . p 1 and p 2 cannot contain tokens after t 1 is fired at the same time. t 3 represents a logic output transition, and O(t 3 ) = p 6 ∨p 7 ∨p 8 is a logic output function of t 3 . There are five cases after t 3 is fired: (1) p 6 contains a token; (2) p 7 contains a token; (3) p 8 contains a token; (4) both p 6 and p 8 contain a token; and (5) both p 7 and p 8 contain a token.
IV. THE LOGIC REPAIR OF PROCESS MODELS CONTAINING CHOICE STRUCTURES
The relevant definitions of the logic Petri net-based repair approach are presented in this section, which can be used to repair process models containing choice structures. The log and model moves can be found out based on alignments [1] . It is different for different model repair approaches to repair the process models. The weakness of existing approaches to repair such process models will be illustrated first. An improved approach for repairing such models will be presented as follows.
A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, the weakness of existing approaches to repair process models containing choice structures will be illustrated first.
We can use the event logs to construct a Petri net. There are four basic structures: loop, parallel, choice and sequential structures. Each branch has a same start place and a same end place in a choice structure of Petri nets. For the convenience, the start place and the end place of a choice structure can be denoted by p ci and p co , respectively.
For process models containing choice structures, when we find out the deviations based on the alignments between each trace in the event logs and the process models, the repaired model by Fahland's approach and knapsack's method [29] may have a lower precision value.
In their approaches, it needs to collect the sub-processes. We can then add the sub-process as a self-loop to appropriate places in the original model. The sub-process will be repeated indefinitely in the repaired model because of the addition of self-loops. But in most cases, such sub-processes may not be allowed to repeat. Such resulting sub-processes reduce the accuracy of the process model greatly. Thus, we propose an approach for obtaining a model with simple and accurate structures in this paper, and ensure a high precision of the model. Besides, it can make sure that the same behavior cannot be described in different parts, and there exists no VOLUME 6, 2018 self-loop. In order to illustrate the approach, we first give an example.
Example 1: A Petri net model N 1 containing a choice structure is presented in Figure 2 .
Let σ 1 = t 1 , t 6 , t 3 , t 4 , t 7 be a trace. The alignment between σ 1 and N 1 will be presented in Figure 3 , i.e., γ 1 = (t 1 , t 1 ), (t 6 , t 6 ), ( , t 2 ), (t 3 , t 3 ), (t 4 , ), (t 7 , t 7 ) , where ( , t 2 ) is a model move, (t 4 , ) is a log move, and (t 1 , t 1 ) is a synchronous move.
For the above situation, we know that the deviations occur in choice structures of the process models. In this situation, an improved approach to repair the process model will be presented as follows.
B. FINDING ALL CHOICE STRUCTURES
In this subsection, we first find out all choice structures of a process model.
From a process tree, each of operators has a straightforward formal translation to a Petri net. The process tree contains the information of structures and transitions of the process model. We can obtain all transitions in the choice structures according to the information of all nodes. As a result, we can get the initial and the final places of all choice structures.
As we know, there is a choice structure in a process model if the corresponding process tree has a node ''×''. Then we can obtain the most left and right leaf nodes of ''×'' by seeking the left and right child nodes of ''×''. Here, n ll and n rl denote the most left and right leaf nodes of n, respectively; and n represents the leaf nodes.
The most left and right leaf nodes of ''×'' can form a tuple defined as a choice transition pair below.
Definition 11 (Choice Transition Pairs): Let A ∈ A and PN = (P, T ; F, M ). PT is the process tree of PN and n = ''×'' is a node of PT. P CT = (t 1 , t 2 ) is called a choice transition pair where t 1 = n ll and t 2 = n rl . The set of choice transition pairs denoted by S CTP includes all choice transition pairs, i.e., S CTP = {(t 1 , t 2 )|t 1 = n ll , t 2 = n rl , ∀n ∈ PT and n = ×}.
The process tree of N 1 represented by PT 1 is shown in Figure 4 . The set of choice transition pairs is S CTP = {(t 2 , t 5 )}.
Definition 12 (Choice Recognition Pairs): Let A ∈ A and PN = (P, T ; F, M ). PT is the process tree of PN and n is the leaf node of PT, and S CTP is the set of choice transition pairs. For P CT ∈ S CTP , a choice recognition pair is P CR = (p 1 , p 2 ) where p 1 = • (π 1 (P CT )) and p 2 = (π 2 (P CT )) • . The set of choice recognition pairs is
For example, for PT 1 , the set of choice transition pairs is S CTP = {(t 2 , t 5 )} with • t 2 = {p 2 }, t • 5 = {p 5 }. Thus, the set of choice recognition pairs is S CRP = {(p 2 , p 5 )}.
The following algorithm can be used to find out the choice structure. We can collect the choice recognition pairs, and then the set of choice recognition pairs can be obtained.
Algorithm 1 Computation of the Set of Choice Recognition
Pairs S CRP , the Set of Choice Transition Pairs S CTP , and the Set of Transitions in the Choice Structure S CT Input: The node of process tree PT 1 denoted by N , the leaf node of PT 1 denoted by n and PN = (P, T ; F, M ).
Output: The set of choice recognition pairs denoted by S CRP , the set of choice transition pairs denoted by S CTP and the set of transitions in the choice structure denoted by S CT 1.
. FOR all the sub-nodes n sub ∈ n DO 7. S CTP (n sub , PN);
Next, a concept of a projection from activities in the log to transitions in the model will be introduced as follows.
Definition 13 (Activity Projection):
For an event log L ∈ B(A * ), T denotes the set of transitions in the process model, and ∀σ ∈ L, η(a, t) = {a → t ∧ a ∈ (σ ) ∧ t ∈ T }.
New activities can be obtained based on the event logs by using Definition 12. We default that the marks of transitions in the process models are the same as activities in the event logs.
Definition 14 (Precursor and Successor):
For an event log L ∈ B(A * ), ∀σ ∈ L, a ∈ (σ ), if the position index of the activity a is j in a trace, then the precursor of a represents the activity a l at the position with index j − 1; and the successor of a denotes the activity a r at the position with index j + 1.
Once we get an activity in the model, its precursor and successor activities can be obtained in each trace. For example, in a trace t 1 , t 6 , t 3 , t 4 , t 5 , t 6 , t 1 and t 3 are the precursor and successor of t 6 , respectively.
First, we need to identify the part of the choice structure in the model, and the initial and final places of the choice structure. Then, we construct the sub-trace log only related to the choice structure projecting from the log. The transitions in the choice structure can be obtained. The definitions of the projection and the sub-trace log are given below.
Definition 15 (Trace Projection):
Let TS represent a set of transitions, and B ⊆ TS. For σ i ∈ B * , σ i | B = {t|t ∈ T ∧ t ∈ TS} represents the projection from σ i to B.
For example, aabdc| {a,b} = aab. We can apply the concept of the projection on multisets, for example, Definition 17 (Ordering Relations): Let L ∈ B(A * ) be an event log, and σ ∈ L be a trace with l, m ∈ (σ ). The following relations between l and m can be obtained:
(
there is only a relation between l and m, e.g., l → m, l ⇒ m, l#m or l||m. The number of elements in A can be represented by the notation |A|. An ordering relation determination algorithm for event logs will be presented as follows.
Algorithm 2 An Ordering Relation Determination Algorithm for Event Logs
Input: A complete event log L ∈ B(A * ) Output: The ordering relation set denoted by R
In Algorithm 2, steps 4, 6 and 8 can be executed in parallel to save time. We can obtain the relations between the transitions in the choice structure.
Definition 18 (Model Repair Positions): N = (P, T ; F) is called a Petri net, if t ∈ T
, and the Petri net need to be repaired at the position of the transition t 1 and the transition t 2 . Thus, R M represents the set of the model repair positions, i.e., R M = {t 1 , t 2 }.
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Next, an algorithm to obtain the model repair position is given below.
Algorithm 3 An Algorithm to Obtain the Model Repair Position
Input: A workflow net WFN = (P, T ; F, M , i, o), and a complete event log L ∈ B(A * ) Output: The Model Repair Position R M 1. R pre ← ∅, T M ← ∅; 2. FOR (i = 1; i < length
Using Algorithm 2 to get the relation between the transitions in the sub-trace denoted by R sub ;
13. IF (t a ||t b and t a ∈ σ m and
The relations between the transitions in the choice structure
We can get two concurrent relations, i.e., t 3 || L t 4 and t 3 || L t 5 . In the model, • t 3 = • t 4 , but • t 3 = • t 5 . Thus, we can get that the model repair position is t 2 .
C. MODEL REPAIR
We can use the relations between the transitions in the choice structure to find the model repair position. The position is the logic output transition, and we can construct the logic output function [11] . The repaired model can be transformed into a LPN. The definition of the logic preorder matrix is given below.
Definition 19 (Preorder Transitions): Let PN = (P, T ; F, M ). For t k ∈ T , if p ∈ • t k , and t ∈ • p, then t is called the preorder transition of t k .
We can get the set of logic preorder transitions denoted by
In Definition 19, T bef |t k includes all the preorder transition of t k . We can get the logic relation between t k and the transitions in T bef |t k by projecting the logs on T bef |t k . For example, in Figure 2 , T bef |t 7 = {t 3 , t 5 , t 6 }. In [12] , a PN can be obtained by an event log L. The logic relation lr(m, n) between two activities m and n is defined below:
(1) m ⊗ n: When t is fired, for m and n, it allows m or n to be fired in T bef |t; (2) m||n: When t is fired, both m and n will be fired in T bef |t, but they cannot be fired simultaneously. (3) m ∨ n. When t is fired, both m and n can be fired in T bef |t. (4) m ∧ n. When t is fired, the corresponding successor places of m and n will be fired simultaneously. We can transform the logic relations of t into a logic preorder matrix (AI|t) [n] [n](n = |T bef |t|). Then we can construct the logic input function I (t) = pl(λ) and the preorder transition function λ(T , AI|t).
The logic Petri net model repair algorithm based on choice structures will be presented as follows.
Algorithm 4 The Model Repair Algorithm Based on Choice Structures
Input: A workflow net WFN = (P, T ; F, M , i, o), and a complete event log L ∈ B(A * )
Output: The repaired model via logic Petri nets
Using Algorithm 1 to get the set of choice recognition pairs denoted by S CRP , the set of choice transition pairs S CTP and the set of transitions in the choice structure
Using Algorithm 2 to get the relation between the transitions in the sub-trace denoted by R sub ; 8. Using Algorithm 3 to get the model repair position R M ; 9. P ← P ∪ {p}; 10. T ← T ∪ {t τ }; 11. F ← F ∪ {R M → p} and {p → t j } and {p i → t τ } and
The aforementioned algorithms are used to conduct the repair of the process models containing choice structures. Algorithm 4 consists of 3 steps which are written as Algorithms 1-3. We can compute the set of choice recognition pairs denoted by S CRP , the set of choice transition pairs S CTP and the set of transitions in the choice structure S CT by Algorithm 1. We then get the sub-trace log L sub . The relations between the transitions in the choice structure are obtained by Algorithm 2. Specifically, some relations between the transitions in the choice structure are studied in order to decide position where to repair the model. We can get the model repair position R M by Algorithm 3. Finally, we repair the process model by Algorithm 4.
According to [11] , we can get the set of choice transition pairs S CTP = {(t 2 , t 5 )} with • t 2 = {p 2 }, t • 5 = {p 5 }, the set of choice recognition pairs S CRP = {(p 2 , p 5 )}, and 53802 VOLUME 6, 2018 the set of transitions in the choice structure S CT = {t 2 , t 3 , t 4 , t 5 } by using Algorithm 1. We can get the sub-trace
Then, we can obtain that the relations between the transitions in the choice structure
There are two pairs of transitions belonging to a concurrent relation, i.e., t 3 || L t 4 , and t 3 || L t 5 . We also need to ensure that the precursor transitions of the two transitions are the same, but the precursor transition of t 3 is t 2 , the precursor transition of t 4 is t 2 , the precursor transition of t 5 is t 4 . We know that the precursor transitions of t 3 and t 4 are the same, but the precursor transitions of t 3 and t 5 are different. So the concurrent transitions that meet the conditions are t 3 and t 4 .
We can get the model repair position, i.e., t 2 . Because t 2 = t 3 , and t 2 and t 3 are the casual relation, t 2 and t 4 have a concurrent relation. Therefore, the logic repair relation needs to be added between t 2 and t 4 . We can add a place at a point from the precursor transition t 2 to t 4 . Then we need to delete all relations between t 4 and p 2 which is the initial place of the choice structure. p 2 and t 4 can be connected by an invisible transition. The logic output function can be constructed. We can obtain the logic output function, i.e., O(t 2 ) = (p 3 ∧ p) ∨ (p 3 ⊗ p). Our approach can repeat the original model completely. It can enable firing between different branches of the choice structure. The fitness and precision of the repaired model is greatly improved, and the repaired model does not exhibit repetitive activities. This also maintains the similarity with the original model. The repaired model based on our approach is shown in Figure 5 . The repaired model based on the Fahland's approach and Knapsack's method is shown in Figures 6 and 7 .
We can use the Fahland's approach to discover the deviations between activities in the log and transitions in the model based on the alignment. Sub-logs can be collected, and then the existing mining algorithm can be used to mine the sub-logs. Finally, we can add such sub-processes as selfloops at appropriate places in the process model. The repaired model can repeat the sub-processes indefinitely. But in most cases, such sub-processes may not be allowed to repeat. Such resulting sub-processes reduce the accuracy of the process model greatly. In addition, Knapsack's method also considers the cost of optimal alignment. However, it is more simple and accurate for our proposed approach to repair the process models, and the precision of the repaired model is higher. The repaired models by our proposed approach can avoid this situation that different structures describe the same behavior. Besides, there exists no self-loop and no duplicate activity in the repaired model. A comparison of added elements in Example 1 based on the three approaches will be presented in Table 1 .
We know that the Fahland's repair method repairs the model very poorly, and there are many places, flow relations, transitions and repetitive activities that need to be added. The repaired model is not similar to the original model. There are many self-loops in the repaired model in in Figure 6 , and the repaired models can repeat the sub-processes indefinitely. However, in most cases, such sub-processes could not be allowed to repeat. Such resulting sub-processes reduce the accuracy of the process model greatly.
The repaired model by Knapsack's method works better than Fahland's method. But there are too many flow relations, transitions and reparative activities. Many self-loops appear in the repaired model in Figure 7 . The repaired model can repeat such sub-processes infinitely, many unnecessary traces will be generated. The precision of the repaired model is low.
The complexity of Algorithm 4 is determined by those of the other algorithms, i.e., Algorithms 1-3. In Algorithm 4,
Step 2 is to use Algorithm 1 to compute the set of choice recognition pairs, the set of choice transition pairs and the set of transitions in the choice structure, and the time complexity is O(n); Step 7 is to use Algorithm 2 to get the relation between the transitions in the sub-trace, and the time complexity is O(n); and Step 8 is to use Algorithm 3 to get the model repair position, and the time complexity is O(n). Thus, the time complexity of Algorithm 4 is O(n), where n is the length of the logs. As a result, our approach is very efficient.
Our approach needs to identify the part of the choice structure in the model, and finds out the initial and final places of the choice structure. Then, we need to construct the sub-trace log only related to the choice structure projecting from the log. The transitions in the choice structure can be obtained. We can judge these transitions according to Algorithm 2. In these transitions, there are two transitions belonging to a concurrent relation. If the precursor transition of the two transitions is the same transitions, we can get that the model repair position is the precursor transition. Then we can repair the model according to Algorithm 4. We can add a place between the precursor transition and one of the two concurrent transitions. Then we need to delete all relations between the other transition in the two concurrent transitions and the initial place of the choice structure. The initial place and the transition can be connected by an invisible transition. The logic output function can be constructed. Our approach can repeat the original model completely. The fitness and precision of the repaired model is greatly improved, and the repaired model does not contain repetitive activities. This also maintains the similarity with the original model.
V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we will carry out some experiments and compare our proposed approach with the Fahland's approach and Knapsack's method. The process model and the event logs used in the experiment are derived from a thoracic surgery in a hospital in Tsingtao, and the event log can be accessible at: https://pan.baidu.com/s/1emKiWBP1dl8tiuq4Ao8jNw.
The Process Mining Toolkit ProM6.6 has implemented the sub-process-based repair approach, available from http://www.promtools.org/prom6/.
A. MODEL AND DATA FOR EXPERIMENTS
A business process from a thoracic surgery in a hospital can be taken as an example. We can perform the process mining modeling based on the original event logs. The process model of hospital outpatients is presented in Figure 8 . The process will be described as follows: patients can make an appointment in the hospital by two ways: triage reservation and telephone booking. And a "successful booking" message will be sent back to the patients after a successful appointment. Then if there are some related problems need to be consulted, the patients can go to the information desk. A reservation number can be obtained by the patients who book successfully. And the patients can also continue the reservation while they fail to make an appointment. The patients who do not make an appointment can see the doctor directly. Before the patients can go to outpatient consultation, they need to wait in line. The doctors will register the patients' personal conditions and information in the process of inquiry, and then acquire them to pay for it. The patients will be checked through the clinic examination. Two types of the CT examination are presented as follows: PET-CT and common CT. There are four types of the clinical examinations: ESR, blood routine, blood gas analysis and biochemistry. They have similarities, but each has its own characteristics. We can have the blood routine after the biochemical full set is complete. We can also do the erythrocyte sedimentation rate after the blood gas analysis is complete. They will be diagnosed according to the results of the examination and then start the treatment.
We can obtain the event logs after learning the corresponding process. First of all, we need to filter the event logs which deviate from the process model. The main information of these event logs is presented in Table 2 , the trace count in the event logs, the length of traces, and the deviation count in the traces. 1736 traces are contained in the log L 1 with 3825 deviations, and the length of the traces ranges from 11-14. 1816 traces are contained in the log L 2 with 4107 deviations, and the length of the traces ranges from 11-14. 2069 traces are contained in the log L 3 with 4583 deviations, and the length of the traces ranges from 11-14.
B. MODEL REPAIR EXPERIMENTS BASED ON LOGIC PETRI NETS
In this subsection, we compare and analyze the repaired model by Knapsack's method, the Fahland's approach and our proposed approach. We can use the Fahland's approach [10] to obtain the deviations based on the alignment, and we can collect the sub-logs and mine the sub-processes by the existing approaches. The sub-logs can be used to mine the sub-processes with the self-loop structures, and then we can add the sub-processes to the original model. However, the method needs to add self-loops in the original model, and the repaired model can repeat such sub-processes indefinitely. Note that, in most cases, such sub-processes may not be allowed to repeat. Such resulting sub-processes reduce the accuracy of the process model greatly.
In the actual process, we can also choose to do the blood gas analysis or the blood routine after the biochemical full set is complete. We can do the blood gas analysis but not the blood routine after the biochemical full set is complete. We can also choose to do the erythrocyte sedimentation rate after the blood gas analysis complete. Therefore, this part needs us to repair.
The experiment can be carried out by using the event logs in Table 2 and the process model in Figure 8 . In the experiment, we only show the repair results that need to be repaired. The repaired model by the Fahland's approach, Knapsack's method, and our approach are shown in Figs. 9-11, respectively.
From Figure Figure 11 . The repaired model is as similar as those of the original model, so we can regard our proposed approach is a good model repair approach.
The experimental results of the three repair approaches, including added place count |P|, added flow relation count |F|, added transition count |T + τ |, added duplicate transition count |T |, and the fitness and precision values are shown in Tables 3, 4 and 5 respectively.
C. MODEL EVALUATION
The repaired model by our proposed approach can be used to compare with those by the Fahland's approach and Knapsack's method. Figures 12 and 13 show the change of the fitness and the precision, respectively. And the changes of fitness and precision charts are illustrated based on an average of the three logs. The fitness of our proposed approach is better than that of the Fahland's approach and Knapsack's method as the number of the traces increases.
The precision of the three approaches is shown in Figure 13 . The precision of the Fahland's approach and Knapsack's method decreases as the number of the traces increases. However, there is a relatively high level on the precision of our proposed approach.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Process model repair guided by event data lies between conformance checking (taking a predefined model as the ''norm'') and process discovery (using event data to discover a control-flow model). There is a trade-off for repairing a model between (1) better fitting the observed behavior and (2) staying close to the modeled behavior. In this paper, we propose an approach for repairing the models via logic Petri nets. We can find out the start and end places of choice structures identified in the process models. Then the model repair positions are decided, and the logic output functions can be constructed. The repaired model is as similar as the original one. The actual processes can be described by the repaired models correctly. We can improve the precision and fitness of the repaired models via the proposed approach effectively. Other conformance metrics such as precision and generalization will be considered in our future work. We will adopt our approach in huge spaghetti-like and complex datasets containing other complex process model structures and propose some approaches via logic Petri nets. Some other extended Petri nets [26] - [28] will also be used to conduct process mining in our future work.
